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REST

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

▸ Resources _ An abstract entity, anything that is important 
enough to be talked about 

▸ Resource identifiers _ All important resources are 
identified by one resource identifier mechanism 

▸ Representations _ Resources are manipulated through the 
exchange of representations  

▸ Actions _ Resource access methods (actions) mean the 
same for all resources



RESOURCES AND REPRESENTATIONS

{
  "id": 1,
  "name": “My first maze",
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1"
    },
    "mazes": {
      "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes"
    },
    "start":[
       {
         "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1/start"
       },
       {
         "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1/rooms/1"
       }
     ]
    },
    "_embedded": {
       "orphanRooms": []
    }
}
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{
  "id": 1,
  "name": “Start room“,
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1/rooms/1"
    },
    "maze": {
      "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1"
    },
    "doors": {
      "href": "http://mazes-demo.herokuapp.com/rest/v1/mazes/1/rooms/1/doors"
    }
  }
}



OPERATIONS



WHY FORMALLY 
DESCRIBE REST APIS?



▸ A standard, language-agnostic interface to RESTful APIs 
which allows both humans and computers to discover and 
understand the capabilities of the service without access 
to source code, documentation, or through network traffic 
inspection 

▸ Documentation generation tools to display the API, code 
generation tools to generate servers and clients in various 
programming languages, testing tools, and many other 
use cases  



OPEN API

LIMITATIONS OF THE OPENAPI SPEC LANGUAGE (AND OTHERS)

▸ Expressiveness 

▸ Primitives focused on the structure and representation of 
the data exchanged 

▸ Ignores semantic aspects



OPEN API

CAN’T RELATE THE DIFFERENT INPUT DATA

OMDb API 
The Open Movie Database



OPEN API

CAN’T RELATE OUTPUT AGAINST INPUT OR CURRENT STATE



WHAT 
IS HEADREST?



HEADREST SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE

HEADREST

▸ A specification language for RESTful APIs 

▸ Formal semantics 

▸ Written and read by humans; read by machines



HEADREST

SUPPORTS ALL PHASES OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

▸ Documentation generation 

▸ Code generation (stubs), server and client side 

▸ API testing 

▸ Runtime monitoring 

▸ Type checking, client and server side



HEADREST 0.1 IN 
ACTION



MAZES, ROOMS, 
AND DOORS

MANAGING MAZES



HEADREST

DECLARING RESOURCES

resource Maze



HEADREST

RESOURCE REPRESENTATIONS (TYPES)

type MazeRep = {
  _links: {
    self: Link,
    start: Link[] | [null]
  },
  id: integer,
  name: string,
  _embedded: {
    orphanRooms: RoomData[]
  }
}



HEADREST

RESOURCE REPRESENTATIONS (TYPES)

type MazeName = {
    name: (s: string where s `matches`
                 "^[a-zA-Z0-9_ ]{3,50}$")
}



HEADREST

CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES WITH GLOBAL SCOPE

def SUCCESS = 200
def CREATED = 201
def NO_CONTENT = 204
def BAD_REQUEST = 400
def NOT_FOUND = 404
def CONFLICT = 409

var maze: Maze



HEADREST

PRIMITIVE TYPES AND VARIABLES

type Request = {
location: URI,
?template: {},
?header: {}

}

type Response = {
code: integer,
?header: {}

}

var request: Request var response: Response



HEADREST

DESCRIBING ACTIONS (HOARE TRIPLES)
// Create a new maze, the conflict story
{
  request in {body: MazeName} &&&
  (exists rep: MazeRep.
    rep representationof maze =>
      rep.name == request.body.name)
}
  POST /mazes
{
  response.code == CONFLICT &&
  response in GenericError
}



HEADREST

DESCRIBING ACTIONS

// Create a new maze, the success story
{
  request in {body: MazeData} &&&
  (forall rep … rep.name != request.body.name)
}
  POST /mazes
{
  response.code == CREATED &&
  response in {body: MazeRep, header: {Location: URI}} &&&
    (response.body.name == request.body.name &&
     response.body._links.start == null &&
     (exists maze: Maze. 
      response.header.Location resourceceidof maze &&
      response.body representationof maze))
}



HEADREST UNDER 
THE HOOD



HEADREST UNDER THE HOOD

ESSENTIALLY THE D-MINOR LANGUAGE



HEADREST

MAIN IDEAS

▸ Refinement types, x:T where e, describing values x of 
type T that satisfy property e 

▸ A predicate, e in T, returning true or false depending on 
whether the value of e is or not of type T



HEADREST

SYNTAX

▸ In blue the novelties with respect to D-Minor



HEADREST

SOME DERIVED EXPRESSIONS



HEADREST

SOME DERIVED TYPES



HEADREST

SEMANTIC SUBTYPING





HEADREST

BENCHMARKING THE VALIDATOR

first try env 
trim

e.trim + 
cache

cache 
hits

speed 
up

time in 
z3

Mazes 41s 40s 14s 1216 2.8x 98,1%
Gitlab 181s 165s 58s 3655 3.1x 99,6%

resources axioms loc subtyping 
vc

Mazes 3 35 791 1216
Gitlab 6 49 1727 3655



THE NEAR FUTURE



TEXT

CURRENT | FUTURE WORK

▸ HeadREST 0.2 

▸ Reducing boilerplate 

▸ One-to-one association of resources to representations 

▸ Invariants 

▸ Speedup spec validation 

▸ Combine standard subtype with semantic subtype 
checking



HEADREST ONLINE

HTTP://RSS.DI.FC.UL.PT/TOOLS/CONFIDENT/


